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Consecrated seventy-five years in June.

MATHEWS

At

THE FAR END of the University campus
stands the shrine of Our Lady of the Pines, a
monument closely associated with the Chapel of the
Immaculate Conception, now seventy-five years a consecrated house of prayer. ‘This tribute to the Blessed
Virgin was erected in thanksgiving for the preservation of the Chapel from imminent fire in 1883. Though
seriously threatened, the interior walls were not impaired, and thus the consecration placed upon this
hallowed chapel in June, 1869, was preserved. It
remains today the only consecrated Church in Dayton
and vicinity.
The greatness of this distinction is evidenced by
the liturgical stateliness accompanying it. As a prelude
to the ceremony of consecration, which follows the
completion of the building, the cornerstone is blessed
at the very inception of construction, and the psalm
“Unless the Lord build the house, they labor in vain
that build it” is recited. ‘This ritual was performed
when work on the University chapel was begun in
1868. A year later His Excellency, the Most Reverend
Archbishop John B. Purcell consecrated the chapel.
The consecration itself is a liturgical masterpiece. It
is a solemn and impressive ceremony, symbolic of the
sacred purpose to which the edifice will be devoted.
The Bishop and priests leave the Church in procession,
with the exception of one priest who remains within.
The doors are closed and as the Litany of the Saints
is recited, the Bishop proceeds around the Church,
sprinkling the outerwalls with holy water. After the
recitation of a dialogue which is repeated three times,
the church door is struck and opened from the inside
by the remaining priest. As the procession re-enters,
two beautiful anthems, followed by the “Veni Creator
Spiritus,” are chanted. “O how this place is to be

A very striking ceremony follows. Ashes have previously been strewn on the floor in the form of a
Saint

Andrew’s

cross.

The

Bishop,

using

the

end

of

his croiser, traces the letters of the Greek alphabet in
one

branch

of the cross, and

the Latin

letters in the

other. ‘Thus is symbolized the union of the Greek and
Latin churches, differing in language and detail of
ritual, but one in government and doctrine. At the
same time it typifies the universal Church, preaching
the word of God in every tongue, in every land.
An important feature of the ceremonies is the consecration of the altar—the place where the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, the central point of Catholic worship,
is celebrated—and consequently the essential part of
a Catholic Church. This is a lengthy and symbolic
ceremony, containing many mites of great antiquity.
After reciting a special prayer asking God’s grace upon
the house, the Bishop goes in procession with the
clergy to the church door and marks on it with the
sign of the cross. All return to the altar, where the
sign of the cross is made five times upon the various
parts of the altar table. ‘The Bishop then encircles the
altar seven times (symbolizing the seven gifts of the
Holy Spirit), sprinkling it with holy water while the
‘“Miserere” is recited.
Some time before the chapel is to be consecrated,
twelve crosses are placed on the interior walls, about
eight feet from the floor. These crosses, as in the
Chapel of the Immaculate Conception, are usually
made of marble, and they serve as the exterior sign
of the consecration. The Bishop anoints each of these
crosses

with

holy

going in procession
each cross:

chrism,

from

and

then

incenses

one to another

them,

reciting at

“May this temple be cantified and

dreaded. Truly this is the house of God and the gate

consecrated in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of

of Heaven.”

the

Holy

Ghost.”
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Returning again to the sanctuary, the consecration of

temple of God and raising it permanently to a higher

the altar is completed, and a small metal box contain-

order.
The very exterior of the Chapel of the Immaculate
Conception gives mute testimony of the lofty character and holy purpose of the jubilee building—the
plain, rugged structure, the ivy-covered walls, the crosscrowned dome. The grooves worn into the steps tell

ing relics of at least two

The

University

Saint Innocent,

chapel

saints, is enclosed

altar

contains

Saint Theophilus,

within

it.

relics

of

the

Saint Florian,

Saint

Franci de Sales, Saint Anthony of Paudua, Saint Francis of Assisi, Saint

Ambrose.
cement

The
with

which

the altar stone.
decrees

of the

the ceremony

Dominic,

Bishop

uses

Saint Fabian,

holy

water

and

to

Saint

make

a

the relics are to be sealed within

An

episcopal

Council

proclamation

of Trent

is crowned

are read

and

two

aloud,

and

by the celebration of Holy

Mass.
Such, in brief, are the impressive

the

Catholic

Church

performs

ceremonies

when

which

sanctifying

a

a story of thousands of feet which have crossed the
threshold in joy and sorrow, in thanksgiving and petition: young men in black preparing to take vows or
renew them; graduates entering to bid farewell; students on their way to Mass or Benediction or the Way
of the Cross, or perhaps just dropping in to whisper a
prayer to Our Lady of the Lamp.
“Truly this is none other than the House of God and
the Gate of Heaven.”

web

SCRUB LADY
When wintry morns are dark and gray,
And

skies leer sullenly,

All hope and cheer seem far away
And life’s a mystery.
Then from the morn till twilight falls,
I wield my mop

and broom,

Throughout the maze of gloomy halls
And in each musty room.
Although my work’s the same each day,
‘The hours are ever new;

For some are happy, bright and gay,
But always some are blue.
I watch them as they pass each day:
Young faces fresh and glad.
Sometimes they help to cheer my way—
Sometimes they make me sad.

My supper’s cooked, it’s now I know
‘That in my room I’m queen.
And when my china’s washed and dried,
And everything is neat,
V'll put my cushioned chair beside
The window by the street.
Cold and bleak the streets appear,
All darkness up and down,
The houses loom up wild and drear
While silent sleeps the town.
I nod

until my

fire has fled,

And left me lone and cold.
And then I creep away to bed
As nine o'clock is tolled.
—LeRoy

Finke.

w5—ty

They bring back memories of a boy,
Who held my hope and love,
He was a source of endless joy,
Now he’s at home above.
I like to pause and watch awhile,
To try to picture him:
I seek his eyes, his walk, his smile—

Alas! my mind grows dim.
‘The work days end in twilight bleak,
Through snowy streets I walk,
And up the crooked stairs that creak
While to myself I talk.
At last I’m home! This tiny room
Is comforting at night.

Now [ll just take my mop and broom
And make it neat and bright.
I like the lamp’s soft mellow glow,
‘The room is warm

Page four

and clean;

A PRAYER
Almighty God
Omnipotent

One

Whose loving eyes gaze
Down upon
This world of “blood
And sweat and tears”

Guide Thou his steps
On foreign soil
And shelter him
*Midst battle’s toil
Watch over him

Allay his fears.
And as I pray, ““Thy Will not mine be done.”

Remember Lord, ‘Thou too hast loved a son.
—Rira

McGarry.

DRUM

BEAT

@® By

Kay

cr to be back with you, dear,” he had replied, lightly
parodving the fairy tale. But, more seriously, “You'll
wait?”
Wait? Yes, she thought, I waited . . .

Kunka

ok

*

*

*

“Heard from Jim lately?”
“Yes, he’s in New Jersey.” Then .
ferred to the Air Corps—Texas.” . . .
another camp in Texas.” . . . “Oh,
book reads like a social register of
‘Fexas.”

“2.

< “Califomia,

now.’

0.

heard for two wecks .. . two months
> @ longtime... . .”
A very timely story.

Read it.

|

HE BAND SWELLED the volume of its music
until the floor began to vibrate, and Ellie
squirmed uncomfortably. She glanced at young Jim
next to her, who was sitting with his rapt blue eyes
fixed on the gleaming bell of the first trumpet, his
duck-tailed blonde hair standing on end. Then she
turned

to

Jim,

senior,

as

the

drum-beat

grew

more

insistent.
Drums, she thought. Drums can mean a lot of
different things to a lot of different people. Take a
man, for instance. A drum means the excitement and
adventure of war, the lure of far-off places, and some-

times a twinge of homesickness. But for a woman, a
drum can only mean the sadness of goodbyes that
must last indefinitely, of uncertainty and longing and
waiting. Waiting .. .
*

#

*

*k

“Law is the ordering of reason by one who has
charge for the common good properly promulgated. All law by its very nature .. .” The voice of the professor outlined the lecture for the day, but Ellie’s
thoughts were elsewhere—for at the back of the room
sat Jim, restlessly tapping his foot.
Jim,

the

first fellow

she

had

ever

really

cared

for.

And she had had to wait until her senior year to meet
him. The bell broke in and Jim
to Ellie to take her books.

“Where

grinned

as he turned

to today, Butch? You’re going to walk me

flat-footed—as a matter of fact, the sidewalks are wear-

ing thin already!” Jim continued his banter until
they were out of the room.
“There’s—something I must tell you, Ellice,” he continued, pulling a large envelope from his pocket. “I’m
going.
4

*

*

*

The drums sounded louder to Ellie as she remembered her shocked reply—“Jim! But why?” “The soon-

. . “He’s trans“He’s moved to
yes, my address
army camps in

*

*

*

%

uk

*

*

*

“No,-)

haven t

. . . a long time

‘The drums sounded muffled now, and far away. As
far away as Jim had seemed when the letters didn’t
come. She knew he was flying heavy planes—she had
learned that much before the letters stopped coming.
More than that she did not know. She just waited.
‘Then there was the first square of V-Mail.
“This isn’t much after so long,” it said, “but

at

least I can tell you that I’m in Africa, that I’m busy,

and that
waiting.”

I’m

well.

And

that

I hope

Letters followed then, more from

you're

Africa, then

still—
from

Sicily and Italy, following the course of the war. They
were infrequent, irregular, but she knew, at least, that

Jim was still well.
*

*

*

*

Still well, she had thought. But how. long will he
be well with the cannon drumming men to their
doom. She saw again his blue eyes as they had looked
that day he left her—blue eyes that had never looked
with hate on anything, and that were soon to see so
much misery. She saw again his broad shoulders, those
that she had laughingly tagged “uncomfortable to sit
on a bus next to”—shoulders that were soon. to bear
many unfamiliar burdens. To see him again, real and
alive, she had

had

to wait...
*

*

*

*

“It’s good to be home. It’s good to sce you again.”
That’s all he had said, in his unfamiliarly quiet way.
Her eyes followed the new lines on his face and read
there a story that she knew he would never tell her.
“It’s good to sce you again.”
Suddenly the drum stopped and silence made a
hole in the room for a moment. Applause soon filled
the void, and young Jim began to search for his mittens. Suppressing his blonde hair by clapping on his
hat, Ellie lingered a second,

then turned

Jim by her side.
“The director has just taken
cert. Central

think?”

high’s band

She stopped.

to the other

his bow for the con-

has done it again, don’t you

“You

know, Jim

. I was

just thinking . . .”
Page
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A Change In College Fashions
Since

@® By

1920.

Heren

Ricwarps

V V/

HAT A SUBJECT TO talk about, and yet
it is one which everybody-—-men and women
alike—should think about. You probably all have the
same problems concerning clothes and take everything for granted without thinking. You bob your
hair in front so it will resemble a favorite movic star.
You buy a dress or a suit because it looks “out of
this world” on the dummy in the store window. Are
you a dummy? No—you are a coliege student—now
and then, full of pep, and then sieepy during that
eight o’clock class.

So let us begin this chronological study in glamour
and enchantment, or the very antithesis of saddleshoes, a Sloppy Joe sweater, argyle socks and Sinatra
ties. From your mother, borrow some old snapshots
that were taken about 1920. Before you slide to the
floor as the result of a good laugh, stop to consider
that was “the last word” during that specific time.
Personally I think it is fortunate that fashion does
change periodically, because I cannot fathom a hoop
skirt on the subway, or a Marie Antoinette hairdress
after a mad dash to Kramer’s in that new convertible!
Roaming over a college campus about the middle part
of the second decade you would find the newest
thing in dress. For the girl, a loose, sack-like silhouette
was “it”; a long waist and loose belt. In the course of
this century

the greatest gift to women,

“the perman-

ent wave’, made its appearance. The year 1925 brought
to every American campus, the never-surpassed, eversighed for, also rationed—saddle-shces.
Costume jewelry and fans were the latest fads. In
the male category turtle-neck sweaters were strictly
G.I. for athletes only. The other fellows had to suffer
with

high

stiff

collars—short,

single-breasted

coats,

with high lapels and tight, peg-legged trousers. ‘The
proper thing was a cap, and if you had to indulge
in

smoking,

it was

a pipe.

A

new

fashion

magazine

frowned on a suit not worn with a vest.
From 1930-1941, separate outfits for various ways of
spending the day and evening came into the lime
light. For instance, a mid-calf length of dress for

street, and floor length for evening. Heaven bless the
man

who

in

733

started

the

padded

shoulders.

(All

men attention!) It was during these years that a new
fabric called nylon, took its bow. However, because
of our
Page

fair ladies,
six

I won’t

discuss

what

is made

of air,

coal, and water. Also the long flowing bob or upswept pompadour found its way into the hearts of
campus co-eds, and drove many a boy frantic. He
found it almost impossible to see above the pomp,
while his O.A.O. danced the soles off her wedgies, and
discovered toeless shoes to be the bane of her life.
The boys found life more pleasant with definite
types of ‘sport clothes for school, which types later
were appropriate for a semi-formal dance: V necked
sweaters, bright socks and bow ties. A plaid sport coat
with plain trousers was number one on a fellow’s
clothes parade.
Now we can get down to that pre-war year when
nylon hose, (again!) angora socks, saddle-shoes, long
key chains and sport shirts come into their own, minus
compctition.
A fellow simply had to get a crew cut and look
like a refugee from Alcatraz, before he could be con-

sidered “O.K.” There again the pipe fad of ’25
bombed its way into the heart of the big time male
operators.

The lassies found it quite up to par in the fashion
world to wear long baggy sweaters, pleated skirts, dirty
saddles, and an arm loaded with Indian jewelry. Her
hair became a national menace in ’43 when Veronica
(Continued

on

Page

21)

Father Dan
® By

Bernard

a good meal. Within a year he had won the heart of
every one of his parishoners, and the German folk
were left with only one complaint. They considered
his brogue an abomination. They could scarcely understand a word of his long and intricate sermons. The
Archbishop used to say that it was the German people
who filled his collection basket and the Irish who
filled his confessional.

DOERING

Any living language is always in a state of flux. The
Irish who came over before him acquired new idioms
that Father Daniel did not understand. One expression was “to have the ska-ate on” which meant “to

be drunk.”

When

he opened

the slide of his

con-

fessional for the first time he heard:

“Father, I had a ska-ate on agin.”
“Ah, thet’s all nght man.
said the confessor.

A character sketch of an interesting shepherd.

E

‘THE EARLY days of a mid-western
this city was still growing, it was hard
the Irish pastor of St. Matthews to feed his
Celtic sheep, or for the German pastor of

city, when
enough for
immigrant
St. Engle-

berts to lead his Teutonic flock to pasture, but, for
difficulties of administration, neither could hold a

candle to Holy Rosary. You see, Holy Rosary was
half Irish and half German and its pastor was the
shepherd rather of a herd of rams and billy-goats than

of a flock of sheep and lambs.
At the time that he formed the parish of Holy
Rosary, the only choice the Bishop had for a pastor
was among the Irish and German priests who came
over from the old country to work among the immigrants. ‘he German people might get along with an
Irish pastor but, certainly, the Irish could not submit
to Prussian domination; so, as the lesser of two evils,

the Bishop appointed a newly ordained priest, fresh
from Ireland, Father Daniel Joseph Lavery.
Father Daniel was a loyal son of Erin, “fr’m Killarney town, iv County Kerry, the mus beautiful spot

i th’ whole iv th’ Imerald Isle.” When
new

church,

just

before

I was

born,

he built his

he

modeled

it

on his favorite church in Dublin town. He had bmilliant green shamrocks worked into the border design
for the stained glass windows, and on one side of the
main altar he placed an American flag while on the
other he draped the green and gold of Ireland. No
matter how fierce the censures of the municipal
school board, he always gave a free-day to the school
children on the feast of St. Patrick. However,

the new

pastor tried hard to hide his partiality; he even hired

a German
reassons
mere

woman
for doing

pastoral

for his cook, though perhaps his
so may

diplomacy,

have

for he

gone
knew

deeper
how

than

to enjoy

Naow

till me

yer sins,”

But the same thing happened with the following
five penitents, and the puzzled pastor determined to
ask the next penitent the meaning of the expression.
“It mea-ans
next sinner.

to git drunk,

Father,”

answered

the

“Begorrah!” exclaimed the zealous pastor, who jump-

ed from his confessional and startled the congregation
by calling out in church:
“Sa-ay naow, all ye lads thet had ska-ates on come
back in here.”
Father Lavery ruled his parish with that “gentle
firmness and firm gentleness” which wins the hearts
of men. He insisted on his rights—yes, even with the
Archbishop; he felt the weight of his responsibility;
and he was zealous for the decency of divine worship.
If, at Sunday high mass, after he had sung the “Ite
Missa Est,” some lax parishoner would rise to leave,

he would shout him down again with “Git back inta
yer pew there, an dan’t be atter ta-aken what I sang
too literally.” He would correct a bungling server by
calling him a “young jackass” and taking him to task
before the congregation. But for all his gruff exterior
his parishoners loved him for his kind and merry

heart. People often brought their problems

to him

and received a hearty welcome and sound advice. The
boys of the parish who went to the neighboring Catholic high school and had to bring their report cards
to him each month always enjoyed their visit, that
is, if their marks weren’t too low. But even then he
had a sympathetic understanding. The little children
of the parish school used to ask him for his blessing

as he walked among them in the school yard after
dinner. Thus, for more than fifty years, suaviter ac
fortiter, he governed

his beloved

parish.
Page seven

When he
he became
and he was
him. When
to return he

was made a Monsignor in his later years,
more conscious of his own importance,
certain that everyone in the city knew of
he was away from the rectory and wanted
would call a taxi and say to the driver:

“T’m Father Lavery, ta-ake me home.”
And

that was all. If the driver didn’t know

lost his customer and a generous

him

he

tip.

Until his last years he carefully performed

all his

pastoral duties. He insisted on instructing young couples
himself before their wedding; on performing every
marriage; and on baptizing every new little parishoner. Even after he was too weak to perform these
functions, he maintained a lively interest in all parish
affairs and never refused a visit to anyone who called
on him. Just two years ago he died and went to his
rest in the Fold of the Eternal Shepherd. But I’m sure
that the joys of heaven and his companionship with
St. Patrick and St. Bridget have not yet, nor ever will
distract his attention from his beloved parish.

wet

Private Memoirs
ARRANGED

W

By

E HAD

@ By

Dr.

Daniet

E.

AN

Dante

of a Private

E.. KAUFFMAN

KAUFFMAN

IRISHMAN

by the name of

McCarty in our outfit, red haired, short and
dry (in several ways): The typical stage Irishman.
On the night of September 10, 1918, we received
ten truck loads of shells. It was necessary to carry

the shells, each weighing one hundred pounds, from
the road to the guns, a distance of about one hundred
yards, the first fifty feet being up a slippery clay hill.
It had rained all day and was still raining. Every
one at the forward position was carrying shells. ‘The
muddy clay was terrible.
McCarty made several attempts to get up the hill
but slipped back each time. On his third trial he
nearly reached the top when he started to skid down.
He continued to slip, finally lost his balance entirely
and fell in a pool of dirty water. Without a word
he stood up, shook himself, and wiping his eyes, said,
“Oh

Hell, let’s give the Kaiser half of Kansas

and go

home.”
*

x

%

One of the worst nights we put in was the last
one we were on the front. It was the night of November gth, in Bulsoh, which is a small town near
Sedan. We arrived in town about seven in the evening. The rest of the firing battery had arrived late in
the afternoon. ‘They were billeted in a barn. All the
space was taken so I took my detail across the street
to another barn.
After we had unpacked our rolls and were settled
for the night, a Lieuenant from the 149th field artillery came in and said that we would have to move

as this loft was reserved for him and his detail. After
the usual amount

of vexation we packed

our rolls and

moved back across the street.
We

found

a room

on

the ground

floor which

two bunks, and also a big fireplace. While
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had

we were

unpacking our rolls and fixing our bunks, an old man
entered. He said that he had been in this town for
the entire four years of the war and there had never
been a shell drop in the town. That was a big relief
to both Brown and me; we felt safe. I had three other
men with me; one was a driver, one a gas noncommis-

sioned officer, and a third was a corporal, named Cottel.
It was a cold night and the fire that we built in
the fireplace was very welcome. About: nine-thiry we
all went to sleep.

I didn’t know how long I had been asleep when
I heard the whiz of a shell. (I found out it was only
ten o’clock when I awakened.) I believe I heard the
gun go off over in Germany that sent the shell. It
came through the roof of our barn, through the
ceiling above us, and went off in the room where the
five of us were sleeping. I didn’t move. A thousand
thoughts went through my mind. Perhaps I was dead
and waiting for St. Peter to meet me; perhaps all
the rest of the fellows were dead. ‘There was not a
sound

in the room.

Soon I called, “Brown.”

“Why in the hell didn’t you call an
answered. “Where did that old guy
about this being a safe place? Just my
time this town is shelled in four years,
in the room with that first shell when

hour ago?” he
get that stuff
luck, the first
I have to be
it goes off.”

Not one of us were hurt. We all kept still in our
bunks for a few minutes. Brown was lying next to
the wall facing the street. The shelling was terrific. A
shell

hit

plaster,

on

and

out of here,”

the

window

glass almost

sill

above

covered

Brown.

Stone,

“I’m

getting

him.

he said.

“Wait a minute and we will all go,” I told him.

While most of the shells hit around the outskirts
of the town,
itself.

Of

the

the casualties
fourteen

men

were

great

besides

the

in the town
Lieutenant,

who had taken our place in the opposite barn, seven
were killed outright and the others were all severely
wounded.

Carnival

‘Time

@ By Exaer Moore

The tickets helped to buy a jeep.

HE
the

HOLIDAY CROWD was milling around
five-foot soap-box stand. It was really a

masterpiece of art, draped to the ground with delicate,
filmy, blue cheese-cloth and speckled with stars smug-

gled from the neatly stored Chrismas decorations. We
had been rushed into this parish-bazaar job rather
hurriedly, for it was only yesterday that Sister Agnes
had

said,

“You

and

Bill

take

over

the

raffle.”

Bill

and I were all a-buzz with excitement and our theatrical sense was on the alert. Four and a half hours
we spent yesterday building our sturdy show-board.
We had planned to exhibit it in its natural wood
color,

but because

of three miscalculations

and

other

miscellaneous errors in sawing and nailing we decided to make it a “mystic blue” color to cover up
the projections and vacuums that always occurred

where we least wanted them.

As a matter of fact Bill had been sitting behind me
in our den making a sign to hang over the hole in
the cloth that some youngster made with his penknife. The hole was not so big, but the fact that it
cruelly exposed a spot where the boards didn’t meet
hurt our artistic pride. We had three of those coverup signs posted already and this new addition was
the limit. They weren’t too much out of the spirit
though—“Step right up! Are you the lucky man or
lady!”—“Buy a ticket for the kiddies!” and similar
sentiments always look good.
This new poster had our list of prizes. It read:
First prize—one five-dollar gold piece; Second prize
—one five-dollar gold piece and so on. There were
five prizes in all and though they were all the same
there was a certain thrill in being the first to win.
We young folks had sold quite a number of chances
before the carnival and the raffle was sure to be a
financial success.
,
The crowd was getting thicker: it was nearly time
for the drawing. Bill had just posted our latest notice:
“Five dollars will be given instead of gold pieces because the government has all the species in storage.”
Some one had suggested the word “species,” and it
has since been formally adopted into both Bill’s and

my active vocabulary.

A cute little girl in a Scotch-plaid dirndl dress
caught my fancy because I had watched her get lost
from her dad three times in the last ten minutes. In
a sort of absent-minded way she had asked a strange
man to buy her a cherry pop which she wouldn’t
accept when he leaned over and she saw it wasn’t her
dad. The two of us agreed that she would be tops
for doing the drawing. So we beckoned to her dad
and told him of our plan to put his cute little baby
on exposition for the event. He was delighted and
bought three tickets for a quarter in his exultation.
‘There was a sea—no let’s say only a pond—of faces
in front of us now as they stood about in a happy
mood—not too eager to win (we were thankful for
that), but ready for a good time at the raffle. Bill
had little Betty Lou pivotting about on our platform,
with her pink knees and her shiny black shoes twinkling in what she called “‘tap-dancing.”
Our sale of tickets was over now and I could make
out Father Jerry standing at the rear nodding assent
to go ahead. Meanwhile a fat man was expanding
through the crowd to the front lines, laughing and
shouting “Ain’t she cute!” I couldn’t quite figure out
if he thought Betty Lou was being raffled off, because
I remembered him buying six tickets from me at the
stand just a few minutes ago. Now he was advancing
under cover of a smoke-screen ,huge black rings rolling from his mouth as he smoked his cigar vertically,
pointing the glowing tip to the sky for fear he’d catch
someone’s hair afire. A prim little lady with a stiff
starched “Snow-White collar” that projected on all
sides like a funnel was standing near the stand just
in front cf me.

Betty Lou
struction, was
wire cage.

by this time,
drawing

the

under

Bill’s careful in-

first winner

out

of

the

Bill shouted out: “Is Mr. P. J. Doddy here?”
The fat man bellowed merrily and the crowd roared.

His

face

became

beaming

rolls

of

fat,

red

and

full, and he seemed just bursting with fun. He began
moving forward to take the prize from Betty
Lou
when suddenly his cigar hand descended to steady
himself

as

he

leaned

forward,

and

he

burned

the

pretty Miss on the neck. She squeeked and squirmed
(Continued

on

Page

20)
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Justa Walk
@ By

JEROME

This is a very unusual
kind of a walk.

'T. GRISMER

TOOK A LONG WALK the other day. It doesn’t
sound very exciting to most people just to be able
to take a walk along the river, up and down familiar
streets, and through the woods of childhood play. Yet

in those few hours of plodding, my mind enjoyed and
laughed, remembered
over again...

and

even

lived

part of my

life

. .. I put on my old clothes, picked up the
I called my cane, and began to stroll along the
walk. Here and there in the pavement’s ancient
lows stood the few pools of water as always. I
fully tried to avoid them.

stick
sideholcare-

The ground was damp to touch; green clusters of
young shoots must have disturbed its darkened frown.
High in the sky the cries of the darting wrens and
sparrows mixed in sweet trills to the harsh tap-tap-tap
of my cane on the stone. Being flushed with life and
the freedom to wander, I felt the air blowing around
the houses, the trees, and me. Ah! It was good to open
my

nostrils

and

mouth,

to expand

my

lungs,

feel the delight of being a creature of God.
and on with my cane as a guide, I went.
Down

to the

river and

along

its bank,

my

and

to

So, on
impre-

vised stick led my carefree way. In places its tapping
ceased and for long moments the inanimate wooden
bough waited—waited while I reviewed a hundred little
incidents. “Poor, poor stick,” I thought, “too bad that

you have not the memory that I have today. Surely
you'd recall how the mists shrouded the waters at
night, when the gurgle and eddy of the stream were
the musicians in the gloom and the dark shadows of
the tree contrasted so sharply with the moonlit sky.
Remember the noisy ‘quiet’ of the insects and small
animals; the occasional firefly that wandered as if
lost. Ha! Ha! I used to think of those fireflies as henpecked husbands on their one night out, using up
every second of their precious freedom before facing
the scowls of a bitter wife. Well, come on my ‘million
dollar helper’ and lead the way along or the night
will find us far from done.”

So once again my unerring little partner started off.
Over

the
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paths

beneath

silent

trees,

paths

that

my

feet had traversed long ago; across that same stone
bridge; down the rutted gravel road to the open
spaces of the park he led the way. Here the grass was
thick and high, green and moist, energetic and swect
to taste, springing from the dewed earth in the
struggle to live. “O God, how nice it was to lay
my heated face deep in its abundant bosom and feel
the

exhilarating

pulse

of life.

Destitute

cane,

would

that you cculd feel what is in my scul this instant.”
I looked about ‘with eyes of remembrance. Over
there was the field pregnant with unborn corn, and
close—so close that its scent was fever to my brain—
stood

a lone,

dwarfed

fir. “Sure,

| remember

when

the sun goes down how that white house on_ the
hill in the distance changes into a mirror of reflecting
hues. Do you think, little soulless pal, that I have
been away that long? But let us not waste these
valuable hours,” along with you, my stout friend,
along with you!”
Again at my touch that “wooden little fellow”
marched off. Scon his cushioned thump on the ground
changed into a tap again on the sidewalk. His pace
increased—evening shadows were already slanting—
and suddenly . . . “Well, well, little cane, you lead
me right back to my old home. Yeah, sure, just a

few more steps and we're at the driveway, then up
the driveway to the porch. Oops!
Almost forgot
that one step. There I am, don’t worry your knotty
head; I made it all right. Gee, the screens are still up
around the porch and here is the old swing. Yep,
’still creaks! Maybe the people who live here now
wouldn’t want me on their propeity, so [’d_ better
leave. Come on, my silent companion, let us go
home,

for the night

is almost

here.”

Into the fading sun, my piece of strong, twisted
limb and I walked along the back lanes to home . . .
... Yes, dear God, just a walk to some but to
me an adventure. Perhaps, scon I can go walking
again. And before sleep, I want to thank You, Lord,
for
today,
for that stout stick, for my happiness

the “sight” You gave me when You gave me BLINDNESS!

Let Us Rejoice
@

G

WAS FEBRUARY. The snow was hard and
crackled under my hurrying feet. O how good the
clean fresh air smelled, tasted, and felt after the long
afternoon session! As I rounded the curved hill near
the University Stadium, the bell in the chapel tower
sounded clearly through the night air. Although not
particularly musical the rhythm was inviting, and I
toyed with it a while.
“Wonder

pondered.

if some

“The

late Conception.

suitable

chapel

words

is dedicated

Hm-m-m——.

wouldn’t

fit,”

I

to the Immacu-

Hail Ma-ry. —No.

Hail Mary, full of grace. It is on these words of
the Archangel Gabriel that the Catholic Church bases
the belief that Mary was born without the slightest
stain of sin or its consequences.
The bell had not sounded in vain. I felt so much
hetter for having heard and listened. It was like an
echo sustaining our pray of loving gratitude in
return for her special protection. She has shown us
in a special manner she cares.
The simple, modest chapel in which God dwells
for us was erected in 1868 and consecrated the following year by Archbishop Purcell. All went well until
the December of 1883 when a raging fire felled the
surrounding buildings and even threatened the chapel.
Only twenty feet from the menacing flame it escaped
destruction.
In their need the pioneer brothers turned to Mary

with unwavering trust. “Save our chapel,” they said
“and we will erect a beautiful statue in your honor.”

Jesus

showed

the power

feast at Cana, the Mother

of her intercession.

of our Jubilee.

Marian

DIBLEY

ised monument was erected next to the cemetery.
Records of the event and reasons for it were found
etched in glass beneath the statue.
The erection of another statue on the campus near
St. Mary’s Hall took place on the fiftieth anniversary
of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception. It seems
to have become a custom, for again this year on the
seventy-fifth anniversary of the consecration of the
University chapel another lasting monument will be
erected. We are now showing her in a special manner we Care.

Oh,

I have it, A-ve—Ma-ri-a, —Gra-t-ia—Ple-na. —Exactly!”
And could any words be more appropriate?

Then, as at the wedding

By

Because

of

‘The

chapel was preserved and seven years later the prom-

Diamond jubilee !! It seems like a fairy story that
reads ‘and they lived happily ever after’. Well, it’s
not a myth and we can continue to be happily protected by Mary if we will sing her praises. The soul
of the U. of D. has long found comfort within the
humble walls before Our Lady’s shrine. As we kneel
in prayer our eyes cannot but raise to the light
high above the altar at the base of the statue of the
Immaculate Conception. At such a moment one might
imagine it a symbol of her shining purity. Let us pray
that we might catch the reflection of this shining
purity within our souls.
Today the world is so soiled and stained with the
evils of war that our hearts grow weary and sore.
Mary, too, suffered to a greater extent than we. She
endured the severest pain as she stood beneath the
cross. Are we to fare better than she? ‘To fall short in
our imitation of her is to cloud our personal reflection
of Mary, for Christ has said that not every man who
cries

“Lord,

Lord”

will

be

saved;

but

rather

every

man who does the will of His Father. ‘Thus in word
and action may we sing the praises of the Queen
of Heaven in perfect accord and so comfort her. Living with pure hearts our life will be a continuous
song glorifying her true, wondrous gift and the light

of the shrine will remind us of our praise of ‘Mary—
—Immaculate.’—
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CAPS

AND

GOWNS

hood

Now
that Commencement
is approaching we
thought it appropriate to tell you something about
the caps and gowns that the graduates and the faculty wear. The tradition of caps and gowns found a
place in our American colleges and universities because it was brought over from Europe years ago by
our foreign-trained professors. The nineteenth-century
students felt a need for a dignified democratic graduation

dress,

and

the

cap

and

gown,

are the color of the lining,

satisfied

these

1894

inter-

cating the field of study.
In the American system, a color code has been
adopted, so that all schools now use the same color
for the same degree. Most common of these colors
are white for arts, gold-yellow for science, and orange
for engineering.
—Grorce J. IcEL.

25

needs.
According

to

American

custom,

in

the official school

color, and the color of the velvet trim, the color indi-

an

collegiate commission met to standardize the cap and
gown features. This commission of educators, after
careful study, presented an American code for the
use of the cap and gown which has been accepted by
more than ninety-five per cent of the American educational institutions. The code specifies three types of
gowns. There is the bachelor’s gown, made of a black
worsted material, with long pointed sleeves, reaching
almost to the knees. The master’s gown is of black
silk or woolen material. It has long closed sleeves with
the arm coming out through a slit at the elbow. This
square-ended sleeve reaches below the knees. Black
silk is used for the doctor’s gown with its full, round
open sleeves. It is faced with velvet, either black or
the color indicating the branch of study. The sleeves
have three bars of velvet of the same color as the
facings.

JOTTINGS...
Congratulations to Don Sharkey of the class of
1934 on the publication of his book White Smoke
Over the Vatican, recently released by the Bruce Company. Don tells us he spent three years writing this
book. While at the University of Dayton he was a
frequent contributor to the Exponent, and we of the
present staff feel proud of our erstwhile staff member
and rejoice in his signal success. Don’s two sisters
graduated from the University, Mary in the class of
1940 and Marita in the class of 1943. ‘The book is
reviewed in this number of the Exponent.
In this last issue of the Exponent for the school
year 1943-1944 we wish to express our thanks to the
Young Catholic Messenger and to the Marianist, a

Society of Mary publication, for the frequent use of
their cuts during the past year.

dress

Do you know that today in our country men and
women from our Catholic colleges spend part of the
summer vacation teaching religion to children. Perhaps some of you, our University of Dayton students,
are thinking of this work in the coming summer
months. If you are, consult the religion department

is the hood. Originally intended as a covering for the

about some pamphlets edited by the Confarternity ot

head,

Christian

The mortarboard style cap is the approved one, and
all are alike except that doctors only may have their
caps made of velvet, and only doctors or presidents of
institutions may wear gold tassels.
The

most
the

distinctive

hood

is now

feature of the scholastic
worn

around

the

neck

and

on

the back. The hood varies in length according to the
academic

degree. ‘The most
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important

features

of the

Doctrine

and

published
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by

the

Saint

aS.

An-

FINALS

Connelly,

END

Though you can’t prove it by the weather, Spring
has been here quite awhile; but an easier thing to
prove is the fact that this semester will soon be over.
In a few days the worried, anxious expressions of students, as they ponder quizzically over too rarely opened books, will change into bright, smiling faces full
of relief and amazement that the last exam is finally
finished. And most of these lads and lassies will be

dstonished that the three weeks between Easter and
the first of May went so fast. To them it will seem
unbelievable that the long dreaded Exam week is
already over; just as to an old man, who looks back
upon his life and marvels at its brevity, it seems impossible that it should be over so soon.
But there are some students who won’t experience
this delightful sensation. This group falls. into two
classes: 1) those who worry and fret about their exams
but don’t do anything about it; and 2) those who just
don’t do anything about it. Instead of feeling happy
and relieved when the first of May rolls around,
they’re going to wish they could live those last two
weeks over again. After all, it’s easier to take two
weeks over again than a whole semester.
Ah! but the gals and guys who sail through the
exams never knowing what they are doing! What incomparable bliss is theirs! I not only mean those who
can’t tell by the test questions which class they’re in,
but I also mean the blessed few who know the answers so well that they don’t even have to look at the
questions. It is said that such prodigies can even read
a book while taking the test. But don’t try it. I
know a fellow who’s spending another semester for
doing that very thing.

—J.G.
w5— te

THOUGHTS
HEROINES

ON

Some time ago a weekly news magazine featured an
illustrated article on the Wacs, and the part which
women in general are playing in the war effort.

That article set us thinking about another group of
women engaged in a daily war effort. Considering our
highly publicized age, we don’t see many articles on
this group in magazines or featured pictures in newspapers. Perhaps it is because they shun publicity. Or
perhaps it is because we Catholics take our nuns so
much for granted. We are familiar with something

of the background and training of at least one sister.
We

knew her when she was Agnes O’Reilly, or Julia

.

or Teresa Mueller; we went

to school

with

her; she lived on our street and she played in our
backyard. ‘hen one day she decided to go off somewhere to a convent. After a postulate and a novitiate
she came back again to her old school, or the orphanage, or the hospital. ‘he anklets and the hair ribbon
were gone. She is Sister Mary, or Sister Marcella, now,
dressed in a nun’s severe black and white. She looks
different, but her term of spiritual formation has not
changed her winning smile or her dry wit. Underneath it all we know that she is still Agnes O'Reilly,
or Julia Connelly, or Teresa Mueller—slightly modihed.
Perhaps this is why we Catholics take our nuns so
much for granted; perhaps this is why we let pass by
unnoticed the heroic battle they fight daily for God and
country. Perhaps this is why weekly news magazines
carry feature articles on Wacs and Waves instead of

nuns.
—G. Stantey Marnews.

e5—t
THE BELLS OF ST. MARY
Ring bells—Sing out
Her true, wondrous gift
‘Today
And

yet tomorrow,

As o’er
‘Three score year and ten
You've sung again, again
A-ve—Ma-ti-a,

Gra-ti-a—Plen-a—.
‘Thus,

Through
O

hill and dale,

bells,

Ring out your tale
Of—
Ma-ry—Im-ma-cu-late—.
Listen, Mary,

Full of grace,
To us,

The U of D,
And hear

Their lipless plea
As an echo
Of our own,
Sweet Soul,

For shining purity,
That now,

In this war torn world
Of

ours,

We

may

Your comfort be.
—MariAn

DIBLeEy.
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We...

J

CWLEVL
WOMEN’S

FALSE OPTIMISM
Despite encouraging news and extraordinary success
on most of the battlefields of the war, the job of the
United Nations is far from being done. A slackening
of effort has been apparent throughout the country
because a feeling of false optimism has pervaded public opinion.

Bonds,

a reminder

should

be

issued

that

with-

drawing financial support at this, the critical time,
can well nigh lose the whole campaign. ‘To those
people who have begun to sit back and take victory
for granted, the words of one of our generals, “It’s
all over but the fighting,” should be quoted. This is
the crucial time, the time at which either victory or
the start of the long hard seige will come. ‘The choice
rests with the people. It is their support, both in
Bonds and in production hours, which will decide
which course we will have to take.
It is admittedly hard to sustain effort now in the
midst of the good results of nearly two and a half years
of hard labor. There is a tendency to sit back and
survey

proudly

the

fruits

of

our

labor,

but

this

is

exactly what should not be done. It is also difficult
to keep one’s nose to the grindstone when leading industrialists give into that satisfied feeling and start
airing their post-war pipe dreams of luxurious new
gadgets. Factories whose officials have already begun
to brag about the ease and speed with which they
can reconvert to peacetime needs are endangering the

fulfillment of war contracts by the untimely spreading
of this optimism.

We

justly be proud
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but

that

job

is not

finished

and

until

Apa

—BEVERLY

Kay

Bomrorp

‘TOMPKINS.

weg—te

A MAN

AND

HIS DREAM

A man and his dream should be inseparable, and
the man with a dream does not want to limit the desire he has to look beyond the range of his present
vision.
Many people expect that the Four Freedoms represent something that we can attain to in a short
time. Man has struggled for these down through the
centuries and he will continue to struggle for them.
These represent a dream, an ideal that he is fighting
for.
We in these United States are particularly fortunate
in being free from want and fear. Because of the richness of our country and our democratic form of government we have understood very little about want
and fear. But we still have with us the ugly monsters
of racial and religious intolerance.
Keeping the big end in view, the attainment of
the dream, man begins to clear away the obstacles to
this

dream.

Such

obstacles

are

indifference,

intoler-

ance from others, the opposition of friend and foe.
Man went for centuries without learning how to fly,
but he finally realized his dream, didn’t he?
Do

have done a good job and one of which we may

...

it is we may well continue our efforts and leave the
optimism for the day of victory when it will be really
deserved and achieved. It is not wrong in itself but it
can be a disturbing element in our morale and as
such should be avoided until V-Day.

This trend can become a serious detriment to our
country’s war effort unless it is checked. To the people
who have stopped or slowed up in their purchases of
War

EDITOR

you

think

that

Jesus

Christ

did

not

foresee

the

generations of men who would have to toil upward
in the

ages

to

come

in

striving

after

the

ideal

that

He

set before

them;

did not know

the time

it would

take for men io renounce their vanities and struggle
after true spirituality? Yet He did not say, “I will not
give them my message because some will not follow
it.” No, He gave the message to us and gave us the
example of how to follow that message.
Washington

the American

and

Jefferson

and

Lincoln

knew

There are other staves, thank God, who will make
the kind of a world peace this man wanted.
A dream

is a priceless coin. It will not rust; it never

becomes valueless but gains in value as it is used. Let
us not exchange our rare coin for one of this world
that tarnishes to lose its worth entirely.

that

people could not learn about all that

—A. K. B.

belongs to a complete democracy in a brief time. ‘They
were confident that dreams left unfulfilled would be
taken up by their sons and daughters in the years
to come.

Why, withonit men of vision, the Indians would still
be inhabiting America and we should be living in the
Old Countries unaware of what a wonderful thing
democracy is and perhaps chafing under despots like
some of the pcor unfortunate people in Europe today.
Give a man a dream and he will fight for it and
die for it. What would happen if Frenchmen and
Poles and other peoples like them would be saying
“We cannot throw off this foreign despotism, let us
give up and surrender?” We love the courage that is
spurring them on and know that high principles will
not die because these people are keeping their visions.

Listen to these words of a poet about a man with a
vision: (And by the way, who is a poet but a man
with a dream? )
He was never a trader to bargain with shrewd
statemen of the world
in their councils he lost his way among their secret
treaties, hypocrisies, rivalries and greeds
He should have stood
They mocked his faith in man
aloof and given them not one inch
He had made words things of more moment and more
passionate hope for mankind
than they had been for centuries 1
True, poet, yet was it not better that this man has
lived and showed men a great idea? I think he
did not feel himself a failure if he could get a few to
listen and believe in what he knew was night. The
working out might not come on the heels of his pronouncement. It might come later, but he had not
failed then. You,
next:

poet, realize this too, when

you

say

speaking for the silent
He was a man who led us.
masses of mankind
holding the hope of a
of peace without victory
union

of al] nations

God helping him he could do no other
staff was broken
there are other staves! 2
1. William Rose Benet,
Dodd, Mead, p. 157

2. Ibid., p. 159

The

Dust

and if that

Which

Is God,

BIRDS, BEES, ‘N’ BATS
We're not crazy, really, we're not. We’re just acting
normal, but maybe on us it doesn’t look that way.
Take for instance when you walked into the music
room the last part cf last month and nearly bumped
into the thing that was flying low by the door. ‘The
one that looked like the question—When is a_ bird
not a bird?
And then there was the Machine—the one that
looked like the creation of a mad scientist—with its
swirls and curls of wire, dials, and tubes. The Supernowatt, of course.

Maybe Ada Kay didn’t mean what we thought she
meant

when

she said, “Take

the show to the Moon!”

We took her literally, of course, and sacrificed our
good looks (!) to become zombie-like under the green
lights

(which

green

cheese).

color was, of course, the reflection from

All of which leads up to the integrating force, the
focal point of all this, the person who can usually be
found by following the sound waves bouncing around
under the chem lab (and in no other way, because
he’s usually surrounded—or should we say trapped).
That’s Maurie (step up a minute Mr. Prutcharder-Rickert-er- Wriggley-er-er )—the proud papa of ten of
those steam-cap musicals, annual spring fever antidote.
Maurie, who can laugh when the strings are playing
sharp, the clarinets are playing flats, and the chorus
is singing the wrong words, and in the cracks. But
we'll be kind, Maurie, and say nothing about puns.

This is really supposed to be a tribute—to the tireless energy of Mr. Reichard in giving both participants
and spectators something to really remember. ‘That's
what this is supposed to be, but unfortunately we're
in class (which one is a military secret) and the lecture is too interesting to let us concentrate) and the
prof——W hoops!
—Kay

KuNKA.
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The Flying
Shades of the Ancient Mariner! .

cc <
BACK

WAR

IN ’87, as Ah

@ By

?
rec’lect,

Interesting
when

Ah left mah home back East and come

out hyar. Rec’lect Horace Greeley? He’s the one that
give me the idear. Maw was plumb agin it, what with
Paw jist havin’ cashed in his checks, but Ah figgered
Ah

’as old enough

ta care

fer mahself,

bein’

sixteen,

so Ah went and done it—come out West as any self
respectin’ yongster would of.”

“Pop” was off again on one of his many yarn spinning sprees, and though he was only a recent acquaintance of mine, I enjoyed his company immensely. He’d taught me a thousand and one things already,
things most people didn’t know, or care to know.
“Pop” took pride in his accomplishments—where to
find water in the Amargosa, a feat enough,—how to
live for days on beans and bacon, the prospector’s
staple,—how to track the mountain lion, or to cheat
the coyote,—these were his, and many more. He was
willing to give this information to anyone who would
listen,

and

listen

you

must,

for these life-savers

were

always buried deep in his yarns. So I listened and
enjoyed. Folks out there in Nevada knew him well,
and

said he was

plumb

crazy, but

to one who

knew

him as he was, he was a grizzled old prospector—wise
in the ways of the desert. Thus it was that I had
learned to listen, and to do so gladly. That evening he

had another yarn.

“As Ah war a-sayin,”’— He always prefaced his yarns
with his whole life history—“Ah come West—no
money in mah pocket, jist the love foah the open
spaces. And Ah made mah fortune too, sich as you

can see it. Ah paid foah it though,

many

times

moah

than it’s wuth. Ah don’t regret it none, not one bit
of it. Rec’lect the time Ah war down in the Amaigosa, jist as yore aaimin’ to be. Gotta watch tliat
Amargosa, yongster, she’s a tough un; less water

than’d fill a cow’s horn in the whole country, and
that salty as the devil. Gonna give you a few hints,

yongster; keep yore canteen

the ‘Flyin’ Dutchman’,”

Page
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filled, and watch out foah

enough,

Epwarp

I thought.

BurEscuER

Had

I been

able

to see a month in the future, I’d not have gone on
that trip. But I too was young, and urged on by ad-

venture.

corncob.

I listened; he continued, snorting

on_

his

“Yessir, yongster, steer clear of the ‘Flyin’ Dutchman’. She’s an ill omen—no good.”

That “Flyin’ Dutchman”

continued.

again, | thought. “Pop”

“Ah prospected the Amargosa, yongster, and seen
ever bit of its lonely sands. Rec’lect it war "94—nope,
‘95, the same year Joe Simm’s wife died—when Ah
set out with mah burro and pack ta take what Ah
could from the Amargosa, that not bein’ much. Don’t
want to discourage you, yongster, but she’s a tough
un. Ah must a bin out about foah weeks when about
three in the afternoon Ah found it. Figgered it was
about time Ah’d rested Jenny, she’s mah burro, and
findin’ a shipwreck on theh Amargosa ain’t a ever
day ‘currence. But thar it lay, ship’s ribs and planks
half buried in the sand. They was a water-hole less’n

twenty yards away, and loco weed

all around

that

little spot. Jenny done fixed herself on that. She was
so plumb loco from eatin’ the stuff that Ah had to
stay ovah a extry day. The second night it happened.
Mind you now, yongster, no water ‘cept that little
trickle within fifty miles, and that was barely enough
to water me and Jenny. Ah’d tended ta her, had mah
beans and bacon, and settled down in mah blanket
ta look at the stars,—they’s mighty purty, them des-

ert stars,—when

all of a sudden

blowin’. The wind

a wind

commenced

a-blowin’ on the desert after sun-

down, mind yuh. Ah figgered somethin’ was up, and

son,

it was.

Hadn’t

blown

more

than

ten

minutes

when she came inta view, the ‘Flyin’ Dutchman’ did,
a three masted brig under full sail a-tearin’ across the
dunes towards me. Ah couldn’t believe mah eyes—
must need some water, Ah figgered, so Ah gits mah

canteen and takes a swig. Still she comes on. As she
drew

closer

Ah

could

was—dressed in Dutch

see

her

crew—skeletons

they

breeches and a-wearin’ them

same stripy socks on their heads as yuh see in pictures. Ah couldn’t run, ’twouldn’t do me no good, so
Ah sat there where Ah was and watched. Jist then
she came about as nice as yuh could imagine, and
commenced a-sailin’ right down the gulch towards me.
Yuh

could

see them

skeletons

a-workin’,

their toothy

grins all ashinin’, and their jaws a-jabberin’ sailer
talk jist like a livin’ sailer man would. But they wasn’t
a sound, ’cept fer the wind. She sailed right down
the gulch and ovah the ribs and planks buried in the
sand, and after goin’ a piece, came about agin, and
started back. This time her skipper must a figgered
he’d sighted a enemy, ’cause he ran up the colors,
and had the guns all a-loaded. Still they come on,
right ovah the wreck onct more. Ah was a-shakin’ and
a-tremblin’ like a leaf. Right up the gulch a piece
they fired a whole broadside, only they wasn’t any
noise, jist smoke and fire a-plenty. Through the haze,
Ah could see the boys on deck a-workin’ like fools,
a-jabberin’ and a-shoutin’. But they wasn’t any noise,
‘cept the wind. Agin she come about, and agin she
fired a broadside. Must a hit what she was shootin’ at,

too, ’cause her crew took to dancin’ and prancin’ all
ovah her decks, and her skipper hove to. Funny, some
a those ghosts must a died too, though Ah didn’t see
any fire returned. Five of them ghost men put off in
a whale boat, pulled away a bit from the ‘Dutchman’
and dumped six of their crewmates ovah board. Rowed calmly back to the ship agin, they did. Mah fear'd
turned to amazement by now, so Ah set there quiet
as a gopher and watched. As she lie there, a-rockin’
on waves Ah couldn’t see, they cleaned up her decks,
stowed her gear, and set her sails. She was under

way agin, a-sailin’ slowly up the gulch, her ghostly
crew a-haulin’ and a-heavin’ with the tackle. And she
sailed plumb out a sight around a dune, gone jist as
mysteriously as she’d come. The wind had stopped,
and the stars were shinin’ as bright as evah. Ah huddled up in mah blankets, and tried to forget. Couldn’t
sleep, so Ah lay there until mornin’.
Next mornin’ the whole thing seemed like a dream.
The sun came up jist as Ah knew it would. Mah
fear was gone, so Ah investigated. Jenny was still
there—still

she was, stone dead. Piece a gun

shot the

size a yoor fist right in her skull. Mah eyes popped,
and Ah looked around some moah. Where the ghostly crew had buried its dead, there Ah found one a
them stockin’ caps, Ah did, jist as they’s a nose on
yore face. And the sand up the gulch was all packed
dowi,

hard

as rock.

Keel

marks

Ah

saw

too,

where

the ‘Dutchman’ had hove to. Ah passed out then
Ah guess, ‘cause when they found me, Ah was sixty
miles away in Death Valley, crazy as a coot. Nevah
did git mahself ovah that happenin’, son. Mind mah
words, yongster, beware a the ‘Flyin’ Dutchman’.”
I didn’t believe him, how could

I? The

whole story

seemed too fantastic. I didn’t heed his warning; I
set out on the Amargosa. six weeks later I was back,
an old man before my time. I couldn’t doubt “Pop”
anyomre. You see, I saw the “Flying Dutchman” too.
I saw

her,

as

I sit here

now

I saw

her.

You

don’t

believe me? Well, if you ever get out to Nye County
way, that’s in Nevada, ask them about “Pop” Wilkins and me, the cnly two who ever saw the “Flying
Dutchman”.

aie
CARRY

ON, BRAVE SOLDIERESS,
CARRY ON

You tend us all from dusk to morn
And never seem to tire;
While all the soldiers seem forlorn

God bless you and protect you, too,
When ghastly war-bombs fly.
God bless all women such as you
Who keep our spirits high.
Carry on, brave soldieress, carry on.
—Jim

‘To see your heart on fire.
Carry

on,

brave

soldieress,

carry

Which sparkle with a gleam.
Carry

on, brave

soldieress,

carry

whe

on.

For you are young and fair and true
‘To your country so supreme;
We can’t forget your eyes of blue
on.

At dark, with light in hand you make

Your rounds with zest and zeal.
You don’t stop to tend your aches
For you're a soldier real.

Carry on, brave soldieress, carry on.

‘TuMULTY.

WHITE
When

DAWN

evening fell the child was weary,

‘There seemed

no one who knew or cared;

The darkness made the tired world dreary,
As though at last it had despaired.
But through the night the snow was falling,
Our Lady watched and gently smiled:
‘Then with the dawn

“The

her voice came, calling,

day brings hope, arise my

child.”

—LrRoy

FINKE.
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On Slept The Ten Thousand
Preposterous

(oronen

but you

will laugh.

HOCKINGTON,

@® By ApELe

United

States

Army, opened one eye, glanced at the sun streaming in the window, blinked, turned over, and returned

on a fast train to the Land of Nod. Within a short
time, practically all of the ten thousand men stationed
at Camp Chowder performed the same maneuvers. All,
that is, but the bugler.
The whole camp slumbered peacefully on beneath
the morning sky, undisturbed by the chirping of birds
and other sounds of Spring awakening to full life.
The blissful snores of ten thousand men formed a
harmony not usually heard in Camp Chowder at that
hour of the day. Only the bugler was not exercising
his vocal chords.
Colonel Hockington opened two eyes, glanced at
the sunlight dancing through the windows, blinked,
sat up, and reached for his watch. Ten-thirty, and
obviously A. M.! He pinched himself to make certain
he

was

awake,

and

then

looked

for

his

uniform

to

reassure himself that he was still in the Army.
After pulling on his trousers and slipping into his
coat, the colonel roared into his aide’s room, abruptly
rousing him from his dreams. ‘Together, the two woke
the nearest sergeant, and all three strode through the
slumbering camp toward the bugler’s private room.
‘They entered it without knocking, but their impoliteness really didn’t matter, since the bugler wasn’t there.
After a hurried conference, the colonel, his aide, and
the sergeant decided to inspect the public address
system through which the bugler played his bugle
at reveille. ‘There, underneath

the apparatus,

with

his

bugle clasped in his hand, lay the bugler, his babyblue eyes staring up at the fleecy clouds scudding
across the azure heavens. The bugler was dead, stone

pF

vet t

Kiopr

ened and informed
whole camp was to
leaves cancelled till
was asked to make
and . . . the camp

the guards of the day that the
be restricted to quarters and all
further notice. A chemical expert
a fingerprint test of the bugle,
slept on.

The medical officer reported that the autopsy revealed the presence of an extremely fast-acting poison
in the corpse’s stomach, a poison which had evidently
been rubbed onto the mouthpiece of the bugle. The
chemist announced that there was one print not belonging to the bugler on his fatal bugle. The print
was that of a right thumb. On slept the ten thousand.
The colonel, his aide, the sergeant, the medical ofh-

cer, and the chemist went to the fingerprint files of
the camp and began the tedious, interminable search
for the right thumb print to match the one on the
bugle. The guards of the day marched up and down
by their respective sentry posts. Still, the ten thousand slept.
At 1:30 P. M., the sergeant woke the cook, who
woke several K.P.’s, who prepared a vitamin-stuffed
meal for the thumb-print searchers. With renewed
energy, the five men returned to their quest, with a
huge pot of coffee beside each man. At four, the
coffee was gone, and the cook had the K.P.’s replenish the coffee pots. At five, the colonel asked
the cook and the K.P.’s to join them, but to bring
along some coffee. At six, they stopped for some
physical exercise under the direction of the sergeant,
and . . . the camp slumbered peacefully.
At ten that night, the colonel reached for the last
fingerprint card. “Eureka!” he shouted. “This is it!
Sergeant, go summon Private Wilbur Smythe.”

body.

After twenty-five minutes, the sergeant returned, accompanied by a meek, sawed-off buck private, who
looked as if he had just been wakened from a deep

With the blended snores of ten thousand men rising about them, the colonel, his aide, and the sergeant

the little man with the facts of the case. Cringing,
Wilbur blurted out, “I ain’t gonna talk.”

dead,

but

with

no

marks

of violence

visible

on

his

started the investigation to ascertain how the bugler
met his death.
They aroused the medical officer to perform an
autopsy, and during this operation, the sergeant awakPage eighteen

sleep. With no preliminaries, the colonel confronted

After three hours of the third degree, Private Wil-

bur Smythe broke down and confessed at 1:30 A. M.
the following morning.
(Continued

on

Page

21)

The

Modern Mother
Backwards

Progresses ...
@ By MaraBetie

H. Jounson

A bit of child study by a writer who is a mother.

IKE THE ILL-FATED experiment of Prohibition, the strange phenomenon know as the Modern Mother loomed on the American horizon with
much the same short duration and lack of success.

l

contemporaneous,

Actually

nineteen-twenties

and

waxed

both
in

waned

in the early
thirties.

middle

the

The missionary zeal with which mother study-clubs
were set up to spread the newly revealed gospel of
child care was paralleled by the frenzied efforts of the
W.C.T.U. before the passing of the amendment; and

both

reforms were finally discarded as being psycho-

logically

unscund.

It is true that the very roots of the Modern Mother
Movement were nurtured in the most up-to-date psychology of the time, but therein lay the trouble. ‘The
psychclogists advanced theories and the mothers mis-

took them for well established laws. The domain of

the relationship between
before been invaded by
the foothold was gained,
pendulum was swinging

mother and babe had never
this young science; but, once
foolish extremes ensued. ‘The
again.

A glance at the subjects and content of the childcare manuals of the two periods might indicate the
extent of that swing. “The Care and Feeding of Infants”,

“Mothercraft

Manual”,

“The

Scientific

Moth-

er” are names of treatises written in the years preceding 1920; but titles of those written after 1930 include

“The

Happy

Baby”,

“The

Baby

is a Human

Being” and “Children Have Their Reasons”. In the
first group the emphasis is on the “what and when”—
details of procedure and routine—and in the latter
group on the “how and the why’—reasonable adjustment to the individual problem.
Let us examine the application of those first faulty
principles. The most glaring mistakes seem to have
been three, namely: treating the baby as a laboratory
specimen, treating the pre-school child as a reasonable
agent, and treating the school child as a total self-expressionist. The nursery of the small baby was a
model

of

hospital

asepsis,—the

walls

and

furniture

were painted gleaming white and every toy dropped
on the floor found its way back only via the sterilizer.
The baby’s schedule was sacred—was it not prescribed

by the pediatrician who took care of all the best babies
in town? If the baby became hungry ten minutes before feeding time, it was part of his training to make
him learn to wait until the dot. This unchangeable
schedule, together with great privacy and quiet, was
maintained until the age of six months, when the
father might have the privilege of holding the baby
if he wore a mask as a screen for the germs and did
not over-excite the baby for the night’s rest. Babies
were never to be taken into crowds, neither to church
nor downtown for shoes, but specific directions were
given on how to draw around the baby’s foot on a
piece of cardboard for this emergency. Fresh air being the fad of the day, it was a cardinal principle for
the “scientific” baby to be placed—properly dressed in
the exact number of silk and wool undergarments outof-doors for one nap period every day, come blizzard

or zero weather.
Let us look at the runabout child. Spanking was
viewed with horror and the principles of deflection of
desire and reasoning were substituted. Needless to say,
the

child

soon

turned

the

method

to his own

ends,

the question and explanation method being carried on
until the mother gave in from sheer exhaustion.
The

mistaken

principle of total self-expression

can

best be illustrated by a story. Jimmy’s father, a disciple

of the progressive education school, had been very
careful to protect his son from any inhibitions. One
morning Jimmy wanted nothing that was served for
breakfast. Asked what he did want, he said that he
wanted an earthworm. True to his ideals, the father

went to the
washed it,
preparation
time it was

garden, dug up the worm, brought it in,
and inquired of his son the method of
desired. Jimmy wanted it fried. In due
served, but Jimmy ordered his father to

eat half of it .This done, the father pointed out that

it was now his son’s turn to eat what he had asked for.
“No,” said Jimmy, “You ate the half I wanted.”
The

product

of those

“progressive”

ideas

grew to

adolescence and maturity in all their defectiveness. By
(Continued

on

Page

21)
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LONELINESS

DAWN

Here in the calm stillness
Of the night
I can almost forget—
Almost forget I ever knew
A boy named Jim
Almost forget the childish way
His dark hair damply curled
Almost forget the love we shared
In that shining other world.

I saw a million dewdrops
Falling from the dawning sky;
And

gem

gleamed

and

sparkled,

For they had to be so careful,
As they traveled down to earth,
A slip, a fall or tumble
Might mean a new day’s birth.
(If the warden Sun should wake
And see their earthbound flight,
The fleeing dewdrops, he’d retake

But when I walk
Through bustling crowds
In vain I search each youthful face
For just one glimpse
Of

each

As it passed so softly by.

To hold again ’till night.)

him;

In vain I listen for that voice

But Night was in a hurry;
His hours of work were done,

Those tones so mellow, low;
In vain I long these words to hear,

So, out of meanness only,
He awoke the new day’s sun

“My sweet, I love you so!”

—JERRY

Then comes the bleak awful loneliness
A woman’s heritage
To know her man must kill
Or fall himself
While she a solitary vigil keeps
And then, dear God, my soul doth
Soar to thee in silent Prayer,
Protect him Lord and guide him home
From the hell of “over there”.
—Rrra

ws—te

MARY TELL US
In the peace of early morning
When the Star of dawn is shining,
Sending,

in its silver rays,

Faith from Mary’s heart
To loved ones far apart;

McGarry.

Then the dreams that lingered

weg—te

As purple clouds before,
Become realities once more.

JUST THINKING!

The Morning Star brings reassurance,

I have a strong propensity,—

There is more than chance or fate.
Life does not mean war and hate,

To be wrapped up in Infinity,—
Enraptured by the immensity

For from this will grow,
When our sad day is past,
Peace for troubled men at last.

Of its going onward endlessly.
My head seems growing bigger and bigger.
My thought is the same always and ever.
An end is in sight ever and never.

—Nancy

I sit and think day after day,
And link after link comes ever to stay
The unending line it will ever display.
And

GRISMER.

ANDREWS.

w5—te
-

(Continued

from

Page
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so it will travel on and on,

And still be there when time is gone.
In the midnight’s black, in the grey of dawn,
It will always be going and never gone.

as

And on into eternity
There will always be infinity
‘To baffle man’s propensity
By its wonderful immensity.

of the drawing everyone felt jolly and satisfied. Mr.

hot

ash

tumbled

down

her

funnel-shaped

col-

The crowd

enjoyed

it, however,

and after the rest

Doddy relinquished his Five Dollars to the trim maid

telling her here,
—AROPHIL.
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the

lar and set her back into quivers.

tickets mainly
Jeep’ Drive.”

“fix up your neck.

I bought

to help along the high school

the

‘Buy-a-

(Continued

from

Page

dot, identification bracelets, and that “Have-you-a-gas-

6)

stamp?” look.
So the moral of the story
the bathing suit was a cover
definitely changed. Skirts went
until they made up a graph

Lake went before the cameras. The next week Hedy
tied hers back with a nbbon, and professors saw a

lot more of their students.
They say that history repeats itself, so we shall see.

is, since the time when
all affair, fashions have
up and down in length
that resembled the one

Today in 1944, I walked through Library Park. I will

made by a college professor on the continuity of a

try to give you a sweater by skirt description of what

hep-cat’s thoughts.

jarred my optical nerve.

Twenty years from now, when a jive number is an
old waltz, and to cut a rug means to get out the
scissors and go to work—you'll look at those snaps

Plaid or plain-pleated skirts, station-wagon sweaters,
a strand of pearls, pushed up sleeves, and bobby socks,
still suffering from Frankie’s last program. Last but
not least, saddle-shoes that were guinea pigs for the
army’s Camouflage Unit.

and marvel at the fact that way back in ’44 you did
look repulsive.
But you won’t admit that to the younger generation. Now as a parting word to give you strength
and the urge to carry on—

The male students were wearing (besides G.I.
kakhi) argygle sweaters, pegged trousers, and rainbow
socks (So Bro. Nagel would know they are not colorblind), long key-chains, Sinatra ties perfect to the last

Remember

that a great man

said—

“Damn the torpedoes—full speed ahead.”

agi

(Continued from

Page

at last!” The private’s triumphal smile blazed out at
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his audience.

“All right, all right, I'll talk. I hated that bugler. Every
night, I’d dream I was at a show on bank-night and
just as they was callin’ the winnin’ number——wham,
that bugler would sound off. I never could find out if
I won or not. I was gettin’ des’prate. So I got some
poison and smeared it on the bugle, and the bugler
got killed, and I’m glad I did it. I’m glad, I tell you,

“Go on, go on, what did you win? Tell us, won’t
you?” pleaded the colonel, an eager note in his voice.

“T won ... 1 won three C coupons for gasoline.
Wasn’t that swell? I kinda wish my dream had ended
there, though.”
“Why

I’m glad, I’m glad!”

” queried

the medical

officer.

“Because then I dreamt that I went home, put the

“Well,” interrupted the sergeant, “did you finish
your dream? Did your dastardly deed do any good?”
“Yeah, it sure did. ‘This time they called the winnin’
number, No. 465798 it was, and it was mine. I’d won

gas in my car, but . . . my wife took it and used up
every blamed drop of gas in the tank.”
As Private Wilbur Smythe ended his tale of crime,
one of the K.P.’s picked up a healthy bugle, blew
reveille, and the ten thousand woke up.

e5—te
(Continued from

Page
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most perfectly when he has learned to live with his
first thought for the rights of others.

progressed backwards until they actually studied meth-

It is to be hoped, however, in view of the complexity

ods once used by their grandmothers. They inquired

and materialistic trend of the present day, that the
modern mother will keep on progressing backwards to

and found out how to keep the baby healthy and still
enjoy him, fitting him naturally into the established
routine of the home. They found that the well-dis-

ciple of God-fearing mothers of all time—to lead the

ciplined three-year-old makes a better adjusted older
child, and that the older child is expressing himself

children by example to a true appreciation of the opportunity in man for the glory of God.

the place where she will realize and practice the prin-
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WHITE
By

Our Philippine
Two Hands and
us once again an
about his beloved

FIRE

E. J. Epwarps
Bruce

missioner, Father Edwards of These
Thy People My People fame, gives
absorbing and heart-warming novel
mission land.

The story is sketched around a young and lively
American nun, Sister Agnes Marie, ascetical by vocation, happy

and

gay by nature,

who

left her beloved

America for a life of White Fire in the Philippine
mission. No ordinary mission! But a mission where all
the energies of body and soul are consecrated to God’s
most neglected and forsaken children—the lepers.
A bad case of knocking knees and nausea is Sister
Agnes’ initial experience as she encounters the dreadful
disease in all its stages: the inflamed sores on the
tiny child’s face, the limpid sheen of a youth’s yearning stare, the drooping chin of a decrepit leper helplessly trying to brush aside the straggling hair over
his left eye.
Undaunted, Sister Agnes takes her place beside a
meticulous and atheistic Doctor Hewitt from the
United States. By her devotedness and endurance she
is able to change many of his egotistical views about
religion and about women.
You will think that Bill (H)ogan, a benefactor of
the leper-stricken colony, is at times the most lawless
and contemptible

man, and then again you will think

him the kindest man on earth. Father Edwards has
created Bill (H)ogan simply from his keen observation of human nature. The dual personality of this
character has its pleasing effects on the whole tenor
of the story. Bill asks that the reader pronounce the
(H) in (H)ogan silently, for he says that when he
was young, the (H) was...

With the power of prayer eclipsing the glaring materialism

of

the

atheist

doctor

who

could

see

only

No better eulogy can be paid to Father Edwards
than to say that his characters are living, suffering
men and women. White Fire catches the interest of
the reader by its sympathetic grasp of the two great
mysteries of life—suffering and love.
—WiuramM McCartay.
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the

whites,

as the

help of prayer and music and
life of the lepers a bit happier.

style is pleasing.
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make

the

to the

race

issue.

Before

This book should be read by Negroes and whites
as an aid in realizing each

pathizing

to

solution

his plans to carry out this project materialize, he is
brought to see the world through new eyes, the eyes
of the Negro. Professor Hartly, who has experimented
with pigmentation and who desires to rectify Woodward’s prejudices, changes Woodward’s skin black. He
is then socially ousted and roams about the deep South.
Bitterness and hatred fill his soul as a result of the
contemptuous treatment he receives from the hands
of his fellow-whites.
He is befriended by the Negroes whom he formerly
despised. The kindness of Bo, a river hand, begins to
shed new light on the Negro character.
Lester and his wife, two poor sharecroppers, give
hospice
to George the evening before they are
evicted by their white landlord. The recollection of
Ophelia’s motherly care and Dobo’s loyal service touch
George to the quick. The final shakeup of George’s
prejudices comes during his visit at Gradney’s farm,
where his personal experiences with the hardships of
Negro life complete his understanding of the race
issue.

the physical side of man, Sister Agnes is able, by the
flowers,

SOUTH

By JAMres A. HyLanp
Bruce
The Dove Flies South is the story of a man who
looked upon his slaves with that same contempt with
which the Roman noble disdained his slaves.
George Woodward believed the Negroes should be
segregated into communities of their own, away from

with

them.

The

other’s

story

problems

and

sym-

is fascinating,

—RuicHaArD
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THE CAPTAIN

WEARS

By Wim

A CROSS

for a missionary life of extraordinary possibilities.”

A. Macurre

Those who have not as yet made the acquaintance

Macmillan

of Captain

For a period of twenty-six years Father William Maguire has daily performed the duties of chaplain with

the U. S. Navy, serving in both World Wars.

It is

from this background of experience that he has written The Captain Wears a Cross. Readers of Rig for .
Church will enjoy this sequel.

Taking

up

the

story

fatal event of December

of his

adventures

with

7, 1941, the author

friends,

throughout

guire speaks.

the

Renowned

of personal

world,

of whom

Father

Ma-

men

of political

fame,

out-

Hollywood

celebrities,

standing heroes of the Navy,

leaders in the Church and in the field of education
are all brought into this delightful reminiscence. But
above all the reader experiences the warmth of friendship which exists between this padre and the young
men with whom he works.

The author makes it clearly understood that he was
untruly represented by Kay Kyser when the latter introduced Father Maguire as the chaplain who left the
altar, grabbed a gun and fired on the Japs. “Aside
from the falsity of the report,” remarks the padre, “I
resented being accused of violating the Geneva Convention which had placed chaplains in the category of
non-combatants.” Americans throughout the country
had taken up the popular war song “Praise the Lord
and Pass the Ammunition,” not realizing the dangerous conotation of the story behind it.

There is a steadily growing need for
in the Armed Services. A tremendous
courageous young priest or minister
to employ his energies in a field where

either

personally

or

all the qualities of a real man, an exemplary priest, and
a true friend. If this volume did nothing more than to
introduce to the reader the personality of the author
it should still be worthy of praise.
—MartTIn

KELLER.
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WHITE

SMOKE OVER
VATICAN
By

Don

ceed in recruiting for the Navy one good chaplain. “I

thought it might serve as an entertaining guide for

THE

SHARKEY

Bruce

Peoples of all creeds and of all nations are daily

coming more and more
Pontiff’s important role
war planning Pius XII’s
considerable weight. It
ations that we heartily
book, White

Smoke

to a realization of the Roman
inWorld affairs. During postwords will undoubtedly carry
is in light of such considerwelcome Mr. Sharkey’s recent

Over

the Vatican.

In clear and simple style the author depicts all that
goes on “behind the scenes” at the Vatican. The essentials of the governmental organization of the Catholic Church are set forth, but the reader is not bored

with encylopedic details. A short biographical sketch

of the present Pope is traced. The
the author, however,

is achieved

main

purpose

throughout

The average
in this regard
White Smoke
interested in a

of

the book

by presenting a complete and composite picture
the Vatican from earliest times to the present.

of

layman, wishing to satisfy his curiousity
will be well pleased with the pages of
Over the Vatican. For those who are
deeper and more thorough knowledge

of the workings

of the Vatican,

this book

will serve

as a helpful survey in lieu of future research.

With the discerning eye of a newspaper man Don
Sharkey is able to dress the ancient story of the Vatican in up-to-date apparel. His account will therefore
be found enjoyable even by the modern “book-of-themonth” reader.

more chaplains
task awaits the
who is seeking
the laborers are

few and the harvest abundant. One hope is cherished
by the author in regard to this book—that it may suc-
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Maguire,

proceeds

of a Navy chaplain. Though the chapters follow no
definite chronological sequence, still they are held together by the familiar friendliness and personal sentiment which characterize the writer’s style. We find
revealed the heroic work of the Navy chaplains of all
creeds. Jews, Protestants and Catholics are all given
recognition for the valiant service they are rendering
to our fighting boys. Bringing comfort and consolation
to wearied hearts, sustaining morale, providing relaxation and recreation, writing letters of assurance to
the folks back home,—all these and many other actions,
fall to the lot of the padre.
are impressed by the vast number

William

through the pages of his two works, will find in him

the

to introduce us more intimately to the thrilling life

We

young churchmen who some day may be on the quest

—MartTIn

YS

KELLER.
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